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The Southampton Meeting of the British Association. 
British Association is about to issue the pre

liminary programme of its annual meeting, 
which will be held in Southampton on August z6-
September 2 inclusive under the presidency of D.r. 
Horace Lamb, lately professor c.£ mathematics in the 
University of Manchester. Southampton, which the 
Association has not visited since r88z, is one of the 
most interesting centres in the south of England for 
a meeting of this· kind . Its University College will 
house several sections of the Association, and affords 
an example of a great educational institution in the 
making. The town itself is a focal point of overseas 
communications, arid with this feature and the raiiway 
cen tenary of the present year in view, the programme 
gives special attention to various aspects of transport. 
This will form the subject of two days' discussion in 
the sections of economics and engineering jointly, while 
Sir Archibald Denny, as president of the engineering 
section, will give an <.ddress upon fifty years' evolution 
in naval architecture ar:d marine enginee1ing, and an 
evening lecture will be given by Mr. R. V. Southwell 
on aeronautical problems of the past and of the future . 

Among other addresses, that to the physical section 
by its president, Dr. G. C. Simpson, Director of the 
Meteorological Office, will deal with "The New Idea 
in :Meteorology." The address by !'vir. A. R . Hinks, 
secretary of the Royal Geographical Society, as presi
dent of the geographical section, will be concerned 
with the science and art of map-making, a subject 
appropriate to the town which is the home of the 
Ordnance Survey. Prof. A. V. Hill, presiding over the 
physiological section, will speak on the physiological 
basis of athletic records, and this section and that of 
psychology will jointly discuss the acquisition of 
muscular skill. Mr. Tate Regan, in the chair of the 
zoology section , will deal with "Organic Evolution : 
Facts and Theories." Dr. \V. vV. Vaughan, headmaster 
of Rugby, will address the education section on " The 
Warp and the Woof in Education." The sectional 
presidents again inch:de a lady, Miss Lynda Grier, 
principal of Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford, and a dis
tinguished economist, who will t ake " The Meaning of 
Wages " as the subject of her address to the section 
of economics. The speakers and subjects for other 
presidential addresses are : Prof. C. H. Desch on the 
chemistry of solids; Prof. W. A. Parks, of Toronto , 
on the cultural aspects of geology; Dr. T. Ashby on 

practical engineering in ancient Rome ; Prof. C. Spear
man on the mental law of diminishing returns ; Prof. 
J. Lloyd Williams on the phreophycere and their prob
lems ; and Dr. J. B. Orr on the inorganic elements in 
animal nutrition. Sectional lectures already announced 
are by Mr. J. E. Barnard, on the observation of the 
infinitesimally small, and by Dr. D. H. Scott, on some 
points in the geological history of plants. 

The many subjects already entered for discussion in 
the sections include the cost of farming and the market
ing of agricultural produce ; health in schools ; the 
functional significance of size ; the ignition of gases ; 
the botanical geography of tidal lands ; variations in 
gravitational force and direction; and recent investiga
tions in the modern psychological field of vocational 
guidance. 

The scientific interests of Southampton and its 
neighbourhood are exceptionally varied and attractive 
to visiting members, including the geographical and 
economic position of the town itself, the botanical 
study of the New Forest, the archreological features of 
Stonehenge, Winchester, and other sites, and the geo
logical complexities both of the mainland and of the 
Isle of Wight. General excursions will be arranged to 
these and to other points, including a visit to the 
Channel Islands after the meeting, if there be sufficient 
demand ; and particular scientific interests will be met 
by sectional excursions, such as the special visit of an 
anthropological party to Stonehenge, and inspections 
of the anti-gas school and diving"tender at Portsmouth 
and the aerodrome at Gosport which are being arranged 
on behalf of the physiological section. 

The Association is maintaining its policy of attracting 
junior scientific workers to its meetings by making it 
possible for them to attend at a minimum cost, and as 
before has invited certain universities and colleges to 
nominate selected science students to " exhibitions " 
enabling them to participate in the meeting without 
expense to themselves. 

The programme indicates that the Local Executive 
Committee for the meeting will make every endeavour 
to assis t visiting members to obtain hotel, lodging, or 
hostel accommodation, and a form is provided on 
which they may indicate their wishes. A large attend
ance is hoped for , especially as the opportunity for 
reunion was denied to many members last year by the 
fact that the meeting was held in Canada. 

0 bi tu ary. 
M R. W. W. RousE BALL. 

W ALTER WILLIAM ROUSE BALL was born in 
London on August 14, r8so, and was educated 

at University College School and afterwards at Uni
versity College. He was primarily a mathematician, 
but his studies were not confined to one subject, for 
besides gaining the gold medal for mathematics in the 
M.A. examination of the University of London, he ob
tained a first-class in mental and moral science in the 
final honours examination for the B.A. degree in r86g . 
He commenced residence at Trinity College, Cambridge, 
in r87o and graduated as second wrangler and first 
Smith's prizeman in 1874. He was called to the bar, 
and although he did not practise, he published a 
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"Student's Guide to the Bar," which ran through 
many editions. He was elected a fe llow of Trinity 
College in r87 5, and was a mathematical lecturer at 
the College from r878 until 1905. He also held the 
post of tutor from r893 until rgos, an office for which 
he was admirably qualified by his methodical habits, 
his sense of justice, and his wide sympathies. 

With the exception of a few short papers Ball's 
published work on mathematics relates to the history 
of the subject, and appeared between the years r888 
and 1893. It stopped abruptly when he became tutor, 
and although afterwards he wrote again, he directed 
his attention to new subjects. But that he still 
retained his interest in mathematics was shown when 
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in 1922 he endowed the University of Cambridge with 
funds for establishing a special annual lecture in that 
subject. 

In 1888 Ball published " A Short History of Mathe
matics," which reached a sixth edition in 1915. It 
contains, along with short biographies of the more 
prominent mathematicians, an interesting and well
written account of the development of the subject 
from the earliest times to the end of the nineteenth 
century . In 1889 the general history was followed by 
a" History of the Study of Mathematics at Cambridge," 
which, in addition to the information suggested by 
the title, contains an account of the general scheme of 
education at the University in medieval times and 
explains how this gave rise to the modern system of 
honours examinations with their curious name Tripos. 
He was especially interested in the works of Newton, 
and besides a paper on "Newton's Classification of 
Cubic Curves," printed in the Proceedings of the London 
Mathematical Society (vol. 22 , 1891), he published 
in 1893 "An Essay on Newton's Principia." It is 
interesting to learn from the essay, along with more 
important information, that we may still repeat the 
story of Newton and the apple; br it appears to have 
been told by persons well acquainted with Newton, 
one of whom was vice-president of the Royal Saciety 
at the time when Newton himself was president. In 
1892 appeared the " Mathematical RecreatiJns and 
Problems," which is perhaps the best known of Ball's 
books, as it reached a tenth ed ition in 1922. The 
subj ect was a congenial one , for it was his hobby to 
collect information about all kinds of tricks, puzzles, 
and paradoxes, and a small book on "String Figures," 
which he published later, was another illustratiJn of 
thi > habit of mind. 

Ball 's later publications deal mainly with the history 
of the University and Trinity College. They include 
"Cambridge Notes," "Cambridge Papers." a short 
monograph on Trinity College, an account of the King 's 
Scholars and King's Hall, and a "History of the First 
Trinity Boat Club." He was also engaged for many 
years in editing, with the assistance of Mr. J. A. Venn, 
the five large volumes which contain the "Admissions 
to Trinity College, Cambridge." · 

The record of Ball 's literary work is a lengthy one, 
but it only represents a part of his activity, for he was 
able to get through an immense amount of work. He 
took his full share (and something more) of administra
tive work both in his College and in the University, 
and for the last twenty years of his life he was one 
of the University representatives on the Town Council 
of Cambridge . His judgment was sound, and his 
advice was often sought and freely given . He was a 
warm friend, a delightful companion, and a courteous 
opponent, whose temper could not be ruffled . He had 
an especial sympathy with young people, which he 
ret ained to the last ; for the same number of the 
Cambridge Review which contains his obituary notice 
contains also a full account of his speech at the 
centenary dinner of the First Trinity Boat Club. 
His full and active life came to an end on April 4· 

WE regret to announce the following deaths: 
Father A. L. Cortie, S..J., Director of Stoneyhurst 

College Observatory, and Director of the Solar Section 
of the British Astronometrical Association from r9oo 
until 1910, on M3.y 13, aged sixty-six . 

Mr. H. Ling Roth, for many keeper of the 
Bankfield Museum, Halifax, Yorkshire, on M<>y 12, 
aged seventy-one. 

Current Topics and Events. 
Co:-<GRATULATIONS are due to Sir George Taubman 

Goldie, K.C.M.G .. F.R.S. (elected 1902), who entered on 
his eightieth year on May 20. He is held in honour as 
the founder of Nigeria, the first Governor of which, Sir 
Frederick Lugard, appointed in 1914, was his friend 
and co-helper. Goldie made acquaintance with the 
wild Niger districts in 1877, when little more than 
thirty vears of age, but earlier he had acquired a con
siderable knowledge of the African continent, which 
stood him in good stead when new possibilities loomed 
on the horizon . To add to the British Empire the 
tracts of the lower and middle Niger, already more or 
less penetrated by British traders, became Goldie's 
creative purpose. The introduction of ordered sway 
by chartered companies was an early conception, and 
some united efforts were made. In 188 r he sought to 
obtain a charter from the Imperial Government, but 
there were difficulties. In r884 he succeeded in buy
ing out the French traders, and the year 1886 saw the 
establishment of the R.oyal Niger Company, with Lord 
Aberdare as Governor and himself as Vice-Governor. 
The Germans, led by Prince Bismarck, were markedly 
ant agonistic to all schemes. However, Goldie's efforts 
to obtain treaties with the numberless chiefs were 
eminently successful, and ultimately the British 
sphere was recognised . In rgoo the Company trans-
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£erred its territories to the British Government, and by 
1903 British sovereignty was acknowledged. Sir 
George was made a privy councillor in 1898. In 1905 
he was elected president of the Royal Geographical 
Society, holding office for three years. He is an 
Hon. D .C.L. (Oxon.) and LL.D. (Camb.), honours con
ferred in 1897. 

LORD BIRKENHEAD, in presenting the triennial gold 
medal of the Royal Asiatic Society to Prof. A. H. 
Sayee at a meeting of the Society held on May 12, paid 
·a n eloquent tribute to the value of the work on the 
arch.:eology of the East which Prof. Sayee has now 
pursued continuously ever since 1870. He referred to 
Prof. Sayee's edition of Herodotus, which, as he said, 
might well have engaged the life of most men, and 
pointed out that the great new linguistic studies in the 
East to which he passed on restlessly and insatiably, 
have proved of great intellectual consequence. Prof. 
Sayee and other scholars like him have rendered a 
service to Great Britain which is scarcely ever ade
quately measured, and never adequately rewarded, 
by their contemporaries . \Vhile the discoveries and 
sophistication of the West are not denied to the Eas1, 
the reading of the incalculable minds of the East is a 
fundamentally more difficult task; but; it has been 
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